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1a) Prove the  relation  in thermal expansion  of solids   α : β : γ = 1 : 2 :  3 

b) Prove that work done in  a long  steel wire is equal to the half of the  product of load and elongation.  

 

2.  Compare between          

a) Isothermal and Adiabatic process. 

b) Cyclic and Reversible process. 

     3. What  is adiabatic process? Explain with proper example. Prove that PV
γ
  = Constant  in adiabatic                    

 conditions. 

     4. a) State second law of thermodynamics.         

 b) A reversible heat engine converts 1/6th of heat which it absorbs from source into work. When the 
temperature of sink is reduced by 62°C, its efficiency is doubled. Find the temperature of the source   

    5.State and explain Pascal’s law. Draw and explain hydraulic brakes and hydraulic lift with proper example. 

   6. a) Derive an expression for Poiseullie’s formula for volume rate of  flow through a pipe. 

 b) What is Reynolds Number? What is its physical significance? 

7. a) Why a hollow shaft is stronger than a solid shaft? Derive necessary mathematical conditions.  

   b) Write and explain different types of elasticity with proper example. 

8 a) Derive the mathematical relation that pressure exerted by the gas in a cubical container.  

 b) Write in detail the construction ,working and efficiency of a heat pump. 

9. What is Doppler effect in sound? Find the frequency of sound using Doppler principle of following 

 instance.  

(i) When source moves towards the stationary observer. 

(ii) When source moves away from the stationary observer. 

(iii) When both source and observer moves towards each other. 

10. a) State and explain the laws of vibrations of stretched strings.  

  b) Explain briefly the analytical method of formation of beats.  

11. a) State and prove Bernoulli’s Theorem.        

 b) Which are minimum conditions require to prove Bernoulli’s Theorem. 

      c) Explain magnus effect using Bernoulli’s Principle.  

 12 a) Write in detail constriction and working of Venturimeter using the Bernoulli’s Principle 

           b) What are the different energies posses in the fluid? Write in detail.  

 13. a) Derive  the time period of liquid oscillates inside  U tube with proper mathematical expression  

  and diagram  

       b) Find the expression of time period using simple pendulum oscillating in SHM.  

14.  a)  What kind of elasticity is used in 

(i) suspension a bridge 

(ii) an automobile tyre  

(iii) a water lift pump 

(iv) rubber heals. 

 b) Prove that work done in  a long  steel wire is equal to the half of the  product of load and elongation.  

 15.With proper diagram explain construction and working of Carnot’s reversible engine and also find 

 the efficiency of it.  

 16. With proper diagram explain construction and working of Heat Engine and also find  the efficiency 

 of it.  

17. . What are stationary waves? How are they formed in strings? Draw the various modes of 

vibration in them. 

18. Explain how stationary waves are formed in open and closed pipes. Compare the first three 

harmonics produced in them\ 



19. (i) What are beats? Name the basic phenomenon due to which beats are produced. 

(ii) Two sources of sound are producing waves of frequency �1 and �2, where ��� −	��� is small, 

show mathematically that the beat frequency is ��� −	���. 

20. An incident wave and a reflected wave are represented by  

ξ� = 	 sin
�

�
	�	v� − �� and  

ξ� = 	 sin
��

�
	�v� + ��  

Derive the equation of the stationary wave, and calculate the position of the nodes and antinodes. 

21. Discuss Newton’s formula for the velocity of longitudinal waves in air. What correction was 

applied by Laplace and why? 

22. Give any three differences between progressive waves and stationary waves, A stationary wave is 

� = 12 sin 300� cos2�. What is the distance between two nearest nodes? 

23. Explain Doppler effect in sound. Obtain an expression for apparent frequency of sound when 

source moves and listener is at rest. 

24. A progressive wave is given by ���, �� = 	8	cos	�300	� − 0.15	�� where � in m, � in cm and � in 

second. What is the  

(i). direction of propagation? 

(ii). wavelength? 

(iii). frequency? 

(iv). wave speed? 

(v). phase difference between two points 0.2 m apart? 

(vi). Find the total energy of the 

25. Particle executing S.H.M. and show graphically the variation of P.E. and K.E. with time in S.H.M. What 

is the frequency of these energies with respect to the frequency of the particle executing S.H.M. 

26. Derive an expression for pressure of a gas in a container. Using it, relate K.E. with pressure. 

27. Define degrees of freedom. How will you account for the five degrees of freedom in a diatomic 

molecule? Using the idea of equi-partition of energy, find the value of γ for the same. 

28. Derive a relation for work done in a gravitational field. Using it, (i) find potential difference between a 

pair of points. (ii) express whether gravitational force is conservative or non-conservative. 

29. State Kepler’s laws on planetary motion. Explain the way the three laws can be proved. 

30. What is the difference between gravitational potential and gravitational potential energy. Derive an 

expression for gravitational potential energy of a body. 

31. What is escape velocity? Obtain the expression for the escape velocity on earth. Why is it that there is no 

atmosphere on the moon? Explain. 

32. Obtain an expression for the escape velocity of an object of mass ! from the surface of a planet of mass 

M and radius R. For planet earth, escape velocity is known to have a value of 11.2 km/s. How fast will 

an object be moving when at infinity if it is launched with a speed of 22.4 km/s from the surface of the 

earth? 

33. Discuss how the principle of conservation of momentum is used in the launching of rockets. Deduce an 

expression for, (i) velocity at any instant and (ii) acceleration of the rocket and force experienced. 

34. (i) Define friction. 

(ii) Show that kinetic friction is less than the static friction. 

(iii) Establish that static friction is a self-adjustable force. 

(iv) Write the basic laws of limiting friction. 



35. Consider a mass ′!′ attatched t a string of length ′#′ performing vertical circle. Find an expression for 

the  

i. velocity at any point,  

ii. tension at any point, 

iii. velocity minimum at the lower-mass point for a vertical circle. 

36. What do you understand by friction? Discuss about static friction, limiting friction, kinetic friction and 

rolling friction. 

37. Derive expression for velocity of a car on a banked circular road having coefficient of frictions. Hence 

write the expression for optimum  velocity. 

38. State Newton’s Second Law of motion. Prove that second law is the real law of motion. 

39. Explain : 

i. Why are ball bearings used in machinery? 

ii. Why does a horse have to apply more force to start a cart than to keep it moving? 

iii. What is the need for banking the tracks? 

iv. State two advantages and two disadvantages of friction. 

40. Discuss how the principle of conservation of momentum is used in the launching of rockets. Deduce an 

expression for, (i) velocity at any instant and (ii) acceleration of the rocket and force experienced. 

41. (i) Define friction. 

(ii) Show that kinetic friction is less than the static friction. 

(iii) Establish that static friction is a self-adjustable force. 

(iv) Write the basic laws of limiting friction. 

42. Consider a mass ′!′ attatched t a string of length ′#′ performing vertical circle. Find an expression for 

the  

iv. velocity at any point,  

v. tension at any point, 

vi. velocity minimum at the lower-mass point for a vertical circle. 

43. What do you understand by friction? Discuss about static friction, limiting friction, kinetic friction and 

rolling friction. 

44. Derive expression for velocity of a car on a banked circular road having coefficient of frictions. Hence 

write the expression for optimum  velocity. 

45. State Newton’s Second Law of motion. Prove that second law is the real law of motion. 

46. Explain : 

v. Why are ball bearings used in machinery? 

vi. Why does a horse have to apply more force to start a cart than to keep it moving? 

vii. What is the need for banking the tracks? 

viii. State two advantages and two disadvantages of friction. 

47. A physical quantity P is related to four observables, a, b, c and d as follows : 

           P = 
$%&'

√)*
 

The percentage errors of measurement in a, b, c and d are 1%, 3%, 4% and 2% respectively. What is the 

percentage error in the quantity P? If the value of P calculated using the given relation turns out to be 

3.763, to what value should the result be rounded off? 

48. The measured value of length, breath and of a block of wood along with maximum permissible errors are 

expressed as follows : 



# = 12.08  ±  0.01 cm, b = 10.12  ±  0.01 cm, h = 5.62  ±  0.01 cm. 

Calculate the percentage error in the volume of the block. 

49. Reynold’s number N-(a dimensionless quantity) determines the condition of laminar flow of a viscous liquid 

through a pipe. N- is a function of the density of the liquid ‘r’, its average speed is ‘.’ and the coefficient of 

viscosity of the liquid is ‘ℎ’. If N- is given directly proportional to ‘d’ )the diameter of the pipe), show from 

dimensional consideration that N- 	 ∝ 	
*12

3
 the unit of ‘4’ in SI system is kg m6� s6�. 

50. A planet moves around the sun in a circular orbit. The time period of revolution 7 of the planet depends on  

i. Radius of the orbit (R) 

ii. Mass of the sun M 

iii. Gravitational constant G 

Show dimensionally that 7� ∝ 89 

       *** 

 

 

  

 


